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In this 3rd world war in which we are living, even though many are not aware, the struggle is
hard for the countries which preserve the political and economic well being of their people.
Fundamentalism against freedom and communist totalitarianism against democracy are the
factors which face each other. But the future as always will be that of liberty and democracy.
The enemies want to retrocede history, and they want to subordinate us to the ordeal of a
modern day slavery disguised with religious Islamic and/or deceitful speeches with the ideal of
equal distribution with a failed Marxist-Leninist philosophy that has left more victims and
traumas than the last 2 world wars combined. The countries which have succeeded to solidify
their economies thanks to the reign of freedom and the Rule of Law, now are facing crises with
immigration from countries that couldn’t support these values amongst other things, because
of the dictatorships and the constant civil wars due to the environment of instability that scares
away investors due to the corruption and the diversion of supplies that has augmented poverty
and the hate by those who have nothing, or those who don’t have anything to lose other than
their own life, in this risky conflict of many years of looking for new borders, and appropriate
lands for repressed appetites. Europe and North America are the main destinations for those
who seek both liberty and prosperity.
We are in a war which is hard to win when we also fight against traitors and provocateurs who
take advantage of the disasters so they can take forward their perverse plans, those that always
are watching for the opportunity to make firewood from a fallen tree, those warlike pacifists,
those ungrateful men who harvest that which they didn’t cultivate at the time that they attack
the morals and the structure of its productive system.
Don’t forget that the anarchists and socialists of olden days hold up their own flags in “Wild
Europe” and in the US. As Jose Marti said “Those who have breathed healthy air from free lands
since their childhood [...] with the knowledge ingested of social theories in that the generous
fantasies or certain hidden despotism ruin the most brilliant plans, those anxious to throw out
their person repressed personality [...] they asked for North American workers or those who
had already formed the habits adopted for life in the free country in order to attempt violent
methods like those that are uniquely effective. ..”
Let’s remember that Marti had lived through the successes of Chicago. In May 1886 one had a
sense of the combativeness of the organizations of the North American workers. The American
federation of Labour existed that called for general strikes to demand better salaries and an 8
hour workday. The socialists and anarchists took advantage of this situation and used the
violence and the crime to de-stabilize the nation with a rash of deaths and injuries. There was
repression. Four anarchists were hung be condemned for a tribunal that declared them guilty of
assassinating some policemen with a bomb. But years later in Paris the International Congress
of Workers agreed that the 1st of May would be a date of celebration of workers around the

world. But to celebrate the 1st of May actually is to celebrate the violence because this is the
preferred date of the leftist communists to form their revolts. Marti in brilliant chronicles
criticized harshly these acts and called for the reflection and for the use of peaceful methods
when demanding rights in democratic countries where free expression and association are
permitted. The communists chose this date intentionally for their extreme demonstrations and
we the pacifists of the world we should not let them provoke us.
The report of the celebrations of the 1st of May in Germany, France, and other countries was
marked this year by the violence from the extreme left, by those individuals who throw stones
at the police, burn and destroy to let out their hate against democracy where many times some
pay for the sins of others who were summoned and attended this kind of demonstration like
useful dummies without suspecting at least this trick by the provocateurs, by those terrorists
disguised under the free expression that these countries profess, from these Bin Laden minors
for having minor destructive resources to plant disaster and death.
And this was the date chosen for the leaders of the illegal immigrants to make their demands.
These demands were inspired demands for the discussion of reformed migration law in the US.
Huge irony and confusion! We had no doubt that behind all of this are the left wing and their
malignant intentions already shown from the first demonstrations. We saw red flags and
stereotypical slogans that can not fit the immigration matters. We had seen big posters and
shirts with Che’s Guevara’s portrait. That well known Argentinean terrorist damaged Cuba and
America so much with his personal executions and his unfashionable and bloody guerrillas.
The intentions of many immigrants are good, but the actions which some utilize are very bad.
Fortunately there are divisions and there weren’t any violent incidents that they regret like in
other countries, only the “Economic Damage” that they caused. But the pro-immigration and
pro-human rights organizations that exhort the boycott to create a crisis in the country should
be analyzed carefully, because behind these left wing communist individuals or groups,
disguised full of hate and revenge who criticize to destroy the society that gave them a
protective blanket. Its not possible to see these marches with indifference, not for the congress,
nor for the North American people, and the result can be counterproductive for the immigrants
because of the excessive requirements that endanger the stability of the country that they
wanted as a home, from this country formed by immigrants from which Jose Marti more than a
century ago defined full of admiration in different scripts like, “... the freest country on the
planet,” “In spite of its roughness, the hospitable home of the oppressed,” “The same exact
house of the freedom,” “The biggest nation that ever created freedom.”
If we want peace, republics, and democracy on these lands it’s very good to be grateful from
the start of our new life, because this is the greatest virtue of man and we must teach the
appropriate rules and lessons to those who don’t share this virtue. In houses of others it’s no
good to demand rights nor to boycott in order to gain acceptance from others and leave us to
enjoy the well being that others with dignity, love, and sacrifice have achieved.

In the house away from reality the saying goes “Please, please I love the goodness of your
home and bring enough love in order to grow personally and to help grow our lovely home with
my work.”
Let’s respect the nation’s values that give us shelter. Let’s respect their laws, their hymn, and its
symbols. Let’s make ourselves worthy of its kindness. Let’s say no to the provocateurs or to the
communists in disguise, to the refugees who used to be extremists, to the terrorists, to the
envious of the fortunes of others, to the ungrateful, to those who want to destroy this tree that
gives us shade and fruit. This 3rd world war is very hard now, and it keeps getting harder.
Furthermore, the victory is more difficult because we are fighting against enemies and traitors
where there are more traitors than enemies.

